In Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) photoacoustic spectroscop y, advanced scanning and data-handling techniques have placed increasing emphasis on the phase of the photoacoustic signal. Unfortunately, there is no agreement on the best material to use as a phase reference. W e have examined the freq uency dependence of the signal from several candidate phase references and found that cell effects dominate the absolute phases and magnitudes observed. The absolute phase is exceptionally fast at low frequencies and exceptionally slow at high frequencies because of the cell effects. Accordingly, details such as sample position must be scrupulously controlled to achieve accurate, reproducible results. Because of the cell effects, no candidate m aterial behaves like an ideal phase reference. If relative phases are used, however, glassy carbon com es closest to the ideal, differing from theory by no more than 88 at any frequency examined.
INTRO DUCTION
The signal phase in photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) has recently been growing in importance. Although the utility of the phase has been pointed out since PAS began to gain popularity in the 1970s, 1-3 its importance has increased substantially with the advent of advanced techniques, such as phase modulation, 4 -7 two-dimensional correlation, 8 and simultaneous modulation at multiple frequencies. 9 Unfortunately, there are dif culties and inconsistencies in determining the phase. For example, there is no agreement on a phase reference for separating the signal phase intrinsic to the sample from instrum ental or external effects. Carbon-black-lled rubbers containing various amounts of carbon black are the most comm on phase references, [5] [6] [7] [8] 10 but carbon-black powder, 11, 12 and a carbon-black-coated membrane 13 have also been used. Wahls et al. 14 avoided possible ambiguities with a strongly absorbing reference by using transparent regions of polymers as references. Others dispensed with a separate reference m aterial by assigning 08 to the phase that maximizes the signal, 9, 15 and still others did without any reference at all, using an arbitrary scale and relying on the reproducibility of their instrument and procedure. 4, 16, 17 With this disagreement in m ind, we undertook a study of the phase behavior of the photoacoustic signals from a series of candidate phase-reference materials. With conventional continuous-scan Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometers, the observed phase includes a contribution from the interferometer (beamsplitter phase). 16 When phase modulation is used, the interferometer con- tribution is removed, 16 but timing and other electronic instrumental effects m ight still be present. We chose to perform the study using a ashing light-emitting diode (LED) as a light source, so as to avoid any instrum ental phase contributions. We quickly found that sample positioning affected the observed m agnitude and phase at all modulation frequencies because the cell walls and window act as thermal sinks. The m ost commonly used photoacoustic theories are the thermal m odel of Rosencwaig and Gersho 18 and the composite-piston m odel of McDonald and Wetsel. 19 Both of these are one-dimensional models that do not treat the thermal effects of the cell walls and window. Other researchers have examined how cell dimensions affect the photoacoustic signal, but each has looked at one cell dimension in isolation. Aamodt et al., 20 examined cell length using a wide (3.81 cm diameter) cell, and they extended the Rosencwaig and Gersho theory to include the heat-sink effects of the cell window. Quimby and Yen 21 used a narrow (2.7 mm diameter) cell to examine how the proximity of the side wall affected the signal. We have used an MTEC Model 300 detector, whose sample chamber is of moderate width and depth (10.5 mm diameter, 10.3 mm deep), so both cell width and depth m ay simultaneously affect the obser ved signal. As this type of detector is in common use, we expanded our study to include the effects of sample positioning on the observed signal and report them here.
EXPERIM ENT AND THEO RY
Two setups were used to acquire the data presented in this paper. The setup shown in Fig. 1 was used to examine the frequency dependence of the photoacoustic signals. The light source was a red LED (Radio Shack, No. 276-086A), which was driven with a m odulated voltage from a function generator (Exact Model 7060) so as to m odulate the intensity of the LED output, which was focused through the window in the top of an MTEC Model 300 photoacoustic detector using a 10 cm focallength lens and the detector's off-axis ellipsoidal mirror. The frequency of the modulation was swept by the function generator, while the output of the photoacoustic detector was m easured with a lock-in ampli er (Stanford Research Systems M odel SR830). An ampli ed silicon photodetector (Thorlabs Model PDA55) was positioned next to the LED and observed the LED output. The photodetector signal was the reference input for the lock-in ampli er. The lock-in was connected to a personal computer through a GPIB interface, and the computer recorded the magnitude, phase, and frequency of the signal every 4 s, storing the data in an ASCII le. Some of the experiments reported here with this setup were repeated with a M odel 200 detector, which gave essentially similar results.
The LED output was centered at 655 nm, with a 27 nm full width at half-maximum (FWHM ). The voltage from the function generator was a sine wave centered at 1.9 V with a 0.6 V peak-to-peak magnitude (i.e., the voltage varied from 1.6 V to 2.2 V). The LED output was a linear function of voltage over this range, so the LED output was also a sine wave. The frequency sweep of the function generator was linear with time and took approximately 17 min to sweep through one decade of frequencies. The lock-in ampli er time constant was 300 ms. Each sweep by the function generator covered only one decade. For the multi-decade plots included in this paper, separate decadal sweeps were spliced together with the use of spreadsheet software (Lotus 1-2-3). The successive decades always matched to within the noise level, so no adjustments were made when splicing the data together. GRAMS/386 (Galactic Industries) was then used to interpolate the data and produce les with a constant data-point spacing on the log frequency scale. Noise was generally not a problem and is visible in the plots only near the frequency extremes and near 30 Hz from electrical pickup. The phase scale for data from this apparatus is absolute because the lock-in was referenced to the output of the LED-obser ving Si photodetector, which has a 700 kHz bandwidth. Zero degrees is synchronous with the light m odulation, and the later a signal is, the more negative its phase becomes. The photoacoustic detector was purged with helium, but no desiccant was used. The samples were placed on solid metal supports within the detector so that the space below the sample was lled.
The second setup was a Bio-Rad FTS 60A FT-IR spectrometer running in phase-m odulation mode (which was used to collect the mid-infrared spectra in Fig. 8 ). An MTEC Model 200 photoacoustic detector was mounted in the spectrometer sample compartment. The detector was purged with helium, and desiccant (m agnesium perchlorate) was placed in the detector cell below the samples (with the exception of the carbon-black lm) to remove water vapor. The samples (except for the lm) were positioned 2.5 to 3.0 m m below the cell window. All data were taken at 8 cm 2 1 resolution, with 400 Hz phase m odulation having a 2 laser-fringe amplitude. The step-scan stepping speed was 25 Hz [equivalent to 0.0016 cm/s optical path difference (OPD) velocity]. The outboard Bio-Rad phase demodulator was set to 08 phase shift and 10 Hz low-pass ltering. In phase-modulation mode, the spectrometer produces real and imaginary component spectra. These were combined with GRAMS/386 and Lotus 1-2-3 software to yield the phase spectrum. The resulting signal-phase scale is arbitrary because the phase shifts caused by the FT-IR spectrometer have not been rem oved. This condition m eans that 08 does not correspond to the phase of the infrared-beam modulation; 08 is a reproducible, but completely arbitrary, point. Of course, the spectrometer phase is normally rem oved by referencing data to the phase of a phase-reference m aterial. Because the phase-reference materials themselves are the subject of the present study, this prodedure has not been done, and the arbitrary scale is used. In the FT-IR-based experiments, the later a signal is, the higher (i.e., m ore positive) its phase is.
The potential reference materials studied included carbon-black-coated plastic lms, carbon-black powder, carbon-black-lled rubber, glassy carbon, and graphite, all of which have been used as references for photoacoustic spectroscopy. The MTEC detector comes with a magnitude-reference sample consisting of a carbon-black-coated plastic lm prem ounted in a sample holder. Depending on the FT-IR spectrometer with which the detector is to be used, the lm m ay be bare or (for spectrometers with particularly strong infrared beams) covered by a metal screen. Both bare and screened premounted lms were examined. The carbon-black powder (Lampblack, Fisher Scienti c) was placed in a 3 m m deep, 10 mm diameter sample cup, and the sample surface was scraped at, level with the lip of the sample cup, using a spatula. The other samples were a 10.2 m m diameter, 2.0 m m thick glassy carbon disk (MTEC Photoacoustics); a 9.4 mm diameter, 1.8 mm thick disk of carbon-black-lled (65 wt %) rubber; and a 9.7 mm diameter, 1.6 mm thick disk of graphite. For com parison purposes in the LED experiments, a 1.00 wt % solution of m ethylene blue in ethylene glycol was examined as a sample with a high, but known, absorption coef cient. On the basis of the transmission of a 1000:1 diluted sample, the 1 wt % sample had an average absorption coef cient of 1600 cm 2 1 over the emission band of the LED.
Aamodt, M urphy, and Parker 20 (AMP) have developed the theory for how the photoacoustic signal depends on the sample-to-cell-window separation, L. The theory is based on a one-dimensional m odel, like those of Rosencwaig and Gersho 18 and McDonald and Wetsel, 19 so it does not consider the effect of the side walls of the photoacoustic cell. Unlike the other theories, however, it does include the effect of the cell window acting as a heat sink. In the present article, we consider only samples that are both thermally and optically thick, so the AMP-theory equation for the photoacoustic signal, S PAS , simpli es to the following: 
where b is the absorption coef cient of the sample, C 1 5 cos(k 0 L), and S 1 5 sin(k 0 L), with k 0 being the speed of sound in the cell gas. For material i, where i can be g for gas, s for sample, or w for window,
where g is the heat capacity ratio of the cell gas, and q 5 1 2 (g 2 1)h 2 . For the calculations using Eq. 1 presented here, literature values were used for a system composed of a potassium bromide window 22,23 (k w 5 0.0292 W/cm·K, r w 5 2.75 g/cm 3 , C w 5 0.435 J/g·K); helium gas 24 (k g 5 1.5 3 10 2 3 W /(cm·K); r g 5 1.6 3 10 24 g/cm 3 , C g 5 5.19 J/(g·K)); and a glassycarbon sample 25, 26 (k s 5 0.08 W /(cm ·K), r s 5 1.45 g/cm 3 , C s 5 1.1 J/(g·K), b 5 10 5 cm 2 1 ). The value for the absorption coef cient for glassy carbon was chosen arbitrarily, but as long as it is 10 5 cm 2 1 or m ore, the exact value has little effect on the calculated results. Changing the absorption coef cient from 10 5 cm 2 1 to 10 7 cm 2 1 changes the theoretical signal magnitude by less than 2% and the phase by less than 0.58 under all conditions obser ved in this study. The photoacoustic signal magnitude is inversely proportional to cell (i.e., gas) volume, ignoring window and wall effects. Equation 1 is based on a one-dimensional model, so it includes the assumption that the cell volume is directly proportional to the sample-to-window distance, and thus S PAS is inversely proportional to the sample-towindow distance in the absence of the window acting as a heat sink. A real, three-dimensional cell includes an additional, xed volume that is independent of the sample-to-window separation. Figure 2 shows schematically the PAS cell structure in MTEC detectors. The m icrophone is housed in a side chamber having a free volume of 0.0387 cm 3 in front of the m icrophone, m arked a in Fig. 2 . This connects to the sample chamber by a 0.500 cm long, 0.239 cm diameter tube (b in the gure). There is also a sm all volume within the sample chamber but outside the sample holder (c). These xed volumes add up to 0.07 cm 3 in the Model 300 detector. In addition, if the sample diameter does not equal the inner diameter of the sample holder, there will be an annulus of empty space around the sample that does not depend on sample height (d in the gure). The total volume available in the sample holder (1.05 cm diameter, 1.03 cm holder-oorto-window height) is substantially larger than the xed volumes, so at large values of L, the free volume of the cell is virtually proportional to L. At sm all values of L, however, the free volume departs from being proportional. W hen data at different sample-to-window distances are compared, the signal calculated from Eq. 1 should therefore be converted to a volume-corrected signal, S vc , that takes the extra volume into account by replacing the inverse dependence on L with an inverse dependence on the total empty volume of the cell, V:
The composite-piston m odel of McDonald and Wetsel 19 is used to calculate the theoretical phase of the m ethylene-blue solution (shown in Fig. 7 ). Equation 41 of McDonald and Wetsel recast by using the same notation used in Eq. 1 is
where T 0 is the ambient temperature, b T is the volume coef cient of thermal expansion of the sample, and l is the physical thickness of the sample. Literature values for the physical properties of ethylene glycol were used for the solution. 27, 28 The phase, u, of the signal can be derived from Eq. 3:
where it is assumed that the inverse tangent yields a value between 08 and 908 for a positive argument.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO N
Frequency Dependence. The magnitude and phase of the photoacoustic signals for all of the reference samples were measured as a function of modulation frequency with the use of the apparatus depicted in slope at m oderate frequencies, but at high frequencies the slope rst decreases and then increases. The moderatefrequency slopes are given in Table I . The rubber, powder, and glassy carbon all have their maximum magnitudes at 3.6 6 0.2 Hz and moderate-frequency slopes between 21.00 and 20.90. Graphite has its maximum at lower frequency and has a smaller m oderate-frequency slope. The lm samples have their maxima at higher frequencies and have greater slopes. The phases of all the samples rapidly slow down with increasing frequency except in the moderate-frequency range, where they level off. The graphite phase levels off the most, so it is the slowest phase at low frequencies and the fastest phase at high frequencies. The lm-sample phases level off the least, so they are the fastest at low frequencies and the slowest at high. The one-dimensional m odels of Rosencwaig and Gersho 18 and of McDonald and Wetsel 19 predict that the magnitude vs. frequency plot should have a constant slope of 21 and the phase should be a constant 2908 at all frequencies where l ¾ m s ¾ 1/b, which holds for all the non lm reference samples over the frequency range tested. Equation 1, derived from the AM P model, 20 predicts the open-circle data points in Figs. 3 and 4 for glassy carbon. Equation 1 predicts very similar behavior for all the non lm reference materials. It predicts a magnitude vs. frequency slope and a phase that are slightly smaller than 21 (see Table I ) and 2908, respectively, at moderate and higher frequencies, with the slope decreasing and the phase speeding up as frequency decreases in the lowfrequency range.
Obviously, the observed behavior differs m arkedly from the theoretical expectations at both high and low frequencies. The high-frequency deviation from theory is consistent with a resonance at about 7500 Hz, but the source of the resonance is not clear. The Helmholz resonance of the photoacoustic detector is expected to be the lowest-frequency acoustic resonance of the chamber, but it should occur at approximately 24 kHz (or higher, depending on how much of the sample chamber is lled). 29 The likeliest source of the resonance is the diaphragm of the detector microphone. The typical randomeld response of the unloaded microphone in air, as provided by the manufacturer (Brü el and Kjaer), has a ½ dB resonance at approximately 9500 Hz. The helium atmosphere of the detector would raise the frequency of this resonance, but the mechanical loading from enclosing the microphone would lower it. The observed resonance could therefore be the diaphragm resonance.
At low frequencies, the deviations from constant phase and constant magnitude-vs.-frequency slope are substantially larger than those predicted by the AMP theory. Of course, the AM P theory is one dimensional; it includes the heat-sink effect of the cell window, but not that of the cell wall. Quimby and Yen 21 found that the effect of the side wall of the cell was similar to that of the window. They observed the signal behavior of a deep but narrow cell as a function of frequency down to about 30 Hz. The deviations from high-frequency behavior by both the signal magnitude and phase started at a frequency where the cell radius roughly equalled three therm al diffusion lengths. As the frequency decreased, the phase vs. frequency slope grew and the magnitude vs. frequency slope decreased from 21, but the m agnitude did not reach a maximum within the frequency range studied. The internal radius of the MTEC sample holder is 5.25 mm , and the samples were positioned 5.8 6 0.2 m m below the cell window (except for the premounted lms, which were closer to the window), so the wall was closer than the window to all portions of the samples. In addition, because the cell wall is brass, it is a better heat sink than the potassium bromide window, so the cell wall should produce a larger heat-sink effect than the cell window. The sum of three diffusion lengths is 5.25 mm at 18.4 Hz in helium, so all of the sample surface is within three diffusion lengths of the wall by 18.4 Hz. It should be expected, then, that the three-dimensional MTEC cell would produce a signal that deviates from the one-dimensional ideal by more than the AMP model predicts. Another likely source of low-frequency deviation from theory is the detector microphone. The typical randomeld response of the unloaded microphone in air provided by the manufacturer extends only to 20 Hz, at which point it is down approximately ½ dB from higher frequencies. This loss in sensitivity will increase with decreasing frequency. In addition, the microphone and cell construction intentionally include a capillary gas leak between the front and back of the microphone diaphragm to reduce sensitivity to long-term pressure changes. Our low-frequency results are consistent with the cell window and wall acting separately as heat sinks com bined with a microphone sensitivity loss.
The lm samples have large magnitude vs. frequency slopes that decrease rapidly with decreasing frequency, as shown in Table I , and their magnitudes reach maxima at considerably higher frequencies than the other samples. This pattern is consistent with their being thermally thin, which results in a larger slope, 18 and their being mounted high in the cell, near the cell window, which causes the window heat-sink effect to appear at higher frequencies than with the other samples. 20 Although the low-and high-frequency deviations from the one-dimensional theories are generally understood, it is surprising that their effects extend so far into the m iddle-frequency range. The sample position 5.8 m m below the window used for the data in Figs. 3 and 4 is farther from the window than is typical 17 and was chosen explicitly to reduce the effect of the window. Nevertheless, the low-and high-frequency deviations are so wide that there is no frequency range over which the phase is con-stant for any of the samples, and the m agnitude-vs.-frequency slopes of the non lm samples at moderate frequencies are smaller than the AM P theory predicts, as shown in Table I .
Sample Position Dependence. The strong effects of the cell on the obser ved signal beyond those predicted by the one-dimensional theories suggest that the position of the sample in the cell may also strongly affect the signal in a m anner beyond that predicted. Carter and Wright 30 have demonstrated that the signal magnitude produced in an M TEC detector (Model 100) departs from being inversely proportional to the sample-window distance when the distance is too small, but does the signal from an M TEC detector differ even m ore from inverse proportionality than the one-dimensional AMP theory predicts? With this question in mind, we measured the photoacoustic signal from the glassy-carbon sample as a function of modulation frequency with the sample positioned at six different heights within the cell, ranging from 2.0 mm to 8.3 mm below the cell window. At 8.3 mm below the window, the sample is on the cell oor, so this is the largest window-sample separation possible. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The plotted data have been referenced to the signal at the 8.3 mm position so that the effects of sample position can be seen more clearly. Figure 5 shows the signal m agnitude at the given sample height divided by the signal m agnitude when the sample was at 8.3 m m. Figure 6 displays the phase at the given height minus the phase at 8.3 mm. In general, the magnitude ratio rises with decreasing sample-window separation, but not by the same amount at all frequencies.
At high frequencies, the magnitude ratio is greater above the 7500 Hz resonance than below it, except at the smallest separation, where the trend reverses. At low frequencies, there is a peak in the m agnitude ratio that grows in size and moves to higher frequency as the sample-window separation decreases. The short, vertical-line marker on each plotted line in Fig. 5 indicates the frequency at which the window-sample separation equals three thermal diffusion lengths in helium. The magnitude-ratio peaks occur at approximately these frequencies. Below the peak-ratio frequency, the ratio decreases steadily. The drop-off grows with decreasing separation, so that at 2 mm the ratio is less than one below 7 Hz. The phase in the region around 1000 Hz changes little with samplewindow separation. Near the high-frequency resonance the phase varies, usually with the phase being faster below the resonance and slower above it, but only the 2.0 mm separation shows a phase difference of more than 58. With decreasing frequency in the region below 1000 Hz, the phase difference rst falls slightly below zero, then rises to a peak, and then falls back. The size and frequency of this peak increase with decreasing samplewindow separation, but the position of the peak does not correlate with thermal diffusion length as the magnituderatio peak does. At 5.9 m m, the phase-difference peak occurs at the frequency where the sample-window separation equals two thermal diffusion lengths, but at 2.0 mm the peak corresponds to one diffusion length.
The one-dimensional theories that do not include wall or window effects predict that the signal magnitude should be inversely proportional to the sample-window separation at all frequencies and that the phase should be unaffected by the separation. 18, 19 Obviously, that is not what occurs in the MTEC cell. The observed behavior is much better predicted by the volume-corrected AMP theory given by Eqs. 1 and 2 . The open and solid circles in Figs. 5 and 6 denote the predicted signals for the 3.3 and 5.9 m m sample-window separations, respectively. The predicted size and position of the magnitude-ratio peaks match the observed peaks quite well, but the predicted drop-offs at low frequency are greater than those observed. The predicted ratios slowly increase with frequency up to about 3000 Hz before beginning to decline, which is not observed and m akes the predicted ratios too large for the smaller separation. Equation 1 predicts larger phase-difference peaks at slightly lower frequencies than observed. The predictions include a sm all dip in each phase-difference plot at a frequency slightly below the observed negative-valued minimum, but the predicted phase difference is invariably positive-valued. Of course, the effects of the high-frequency resonance are not pre-dicted by the equations. In general, the predictions correlate just as well with the obser ved data for the other sample-window separations. The only exception is the height of the magnitude ratio peak for the 2.0 m m separation, which is predicted to be 2.87 but is obser ved to be only 2.28.
M any of the low-frequency differences between the observed and predicted magnitude ratios and phase differences can be explained by the cell wall acting as a heat sink. All the data are referenced to the observations for an 8.3 m m sample-window separation. In the onedimensional m odel, there is little heat-sink effect at that separation because the window is so far away, but in the real three-dimensional cell the wall acts as a heat sink just as strongly at that separation as at the others. The observed magnitude ratios do not drop at low frequency as m uch as predicted, because the 8.3 mm signal magnitude also is depressed by the heat-sink effect in the real cell; a m agnitude ratio less than 1 requires the window to be a better heat sink than the wall, which occurs only at the small 2 mm separation. The wall heat-sink effect speeds up the low-frequency phase observed at the 8.3 mm separation. That effect results in the observed phasedifference peaks not being as large as predicted. This effect also lowers the phase-difference values in general, so the observed dips in the phase-difference are negative values, while the predicted ones remain positive.
Comparison of Phase References. The original purpose for this study was to compare the candidate phasereference materials to see which one comes closest to the ideal reference having a constant 2908 phase. Obviously, cell effects prevent this condition from being observed in absolute terms in a real, three-dimensional cell of m odest size. Nevertheless, the cell effects should be the same for all samples, so when the reference m aterials are compared among themselves or to other samples, the cell effects should cancel out.
Along with the phases for the reference materials, Fig  4 also displays the signal phase for a 1 wt % solution of methylene blue in ethylene glycol. This solution has an average absorption coef cient of 1600 cm 2 1 for the light emitted by the LED, so the solution exempli es a strongly absorbing sample whose photoacoustic signal nears but does not reach full saturation at 1 Hz. At 1 Hz and 10 kHz, the phase for the solution should be 2928 and 21278, respectively, according to Eq. 4. 19 That means the phase of an ideal phase reference should stay ahead of the phase of this solution at all frequencies, but only the phases of carbon-black-lled rubber and glassy carbon always lead that of the solution. All the others lag behind the methylene-blue solution over some frequency range.
The carbon-black-lled rubber and the glassy carbon cannot be equally good references because their phases differ by an ever increasing amount as frequency rises, reaching a difference of 168 at 10 kHz. A more precise test using the methylene-blue solution can differentiate between the two. The frequency dependence of the methylene-blue-solution phase can be predicted with Eq. 4. Comparing this predicted behavior against the observed behavior referenced against each of the two candidate phase-reference materials clearly shows the difference between the two candidates. Figure 7 shows the theoretical phase of the methylene-blue solution and the ob- ser ved phase assuming that either the rubber or the glassy carbon is an ideal reference with a photoacoustic phase of 2908. Neither of the obser ved lines agrees exactly with the theoretical line, but the glassy-carbon-referenced line is clearly superior, staying within 88 of the theoretical line at all frequencies. The rubber-refere nced line is faster than the glassy-carbon-referenced one, implying that the phase of the rubber is too slow. Of course, the m ost comm on need for a phase reference material arises in phase-modulation FT-IR studies. Figure 8 compares the 400 Hz phase-modulation phase spectra of ve of the reference m aterials against that of a thermally thick, polyethylene terephthalate (PET) disk, a prototypical, therm ally thick, and homogeneous sample. The results are in general agreem ent with those in Fig.  4 . The pair of features centered at 2350 cm 2 1 in the PET and graphite spectra are caused by CO 2 . The PET phase spectrum super cially resembles a transmission spectrum, with the phase becoming faster with increasing absorption coef cient. The phases of the fastest PET features precede those of the screened carbon-black lm and the carbon-black powder because the lm and powder phases are too slow for a reference. Graphite precedes the PET spectrum by m ore than 458 in many areas, conrm ing that it is too fast. Both the carbon-black-lled rubber and glassy-carbon spectra precede the PET spectrum by a theoretically allowed amount at all points, but the rubber spectrum just barely clears the strongest PET features, suggesting that the rubber phase is too slow to be the reference. Wahls et al. 14 have already shown this to be so. They tested a 65 wt % carbon-black-lled rubber sample under similar conditions and observed that the phase spectrum for a thermally thick PET sample crossed the phase spectrum of the rubber at the strongest PET features.
CO NCLUSIO N
We have examined the frequency dependence of the photoacoustic phase and m agnitude of several candidate phase-reference m aterials when observed with the use of MTEC photoacoustic detectors. We nd that cell effects dominate the absolute phases and magnitudes observed and that these effects are not predicted by the one-dimensional theories commonly used 18, 19 because they do not include the effects of the cell wall, window, and microphone. The m odel of Aamodt, M urphy, and Parker 20 does qualitatively predict the effects of sample height on the PAS signal, despite its exclusion of side-wall and microphone effects. Nevertheless, the one-dimensional theories do give semi-quantitatively correct results when relative phases and magnitudes are used. The cell effects are centered at low and high frequencies, but they cover such a wide frequency range that they overlap, so no frequency is completely free of them. Accordingly, details such as sample position m ust be scrupulously controlled to achieve accurate results. None of the candidate phase-reference m aterials proved ideal, but glassy carbon came closest and should suf ce for most purposes.
